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INTRODUCTION
� In 1804 “The Monarch decided to open a chair of religion 

(Religionslehre) at the faculty of philosophy [in Prague], as 
well as at a Gymnasium …” (Bolzano, 
Lebensbeschreibung, p.28). 

� A third vacancy: the chair of elementary mathematics at 
Prague university.

� Bolzano applied to all the chairs, and in 1805 became 
professor of science of religion (Religionslehre). 



MOTIVATIONS  
� The documentation for the exam of mathematics is preserved (České 

gub. Pub., box 4027, ms 98/755, protokoll A, B + docs).

� Historical-contextual: Better understanding the context of Bolzano’s 
scientific education (mathematics in Bohemia-Austria, circulation of 
mathematical texts and ideas).

� Historical-foundational: Bolzano will consider in his published works 
several issues discussed during the examination.

� Historiographical: deconstructing a received view about Bolzano 
(isolation, anticipation of future mathematical developments).  



THE CONTEXT: PRAGUE UNIVERSITY BY THE 
END OF THE 18th CENTURY

Philosophy (3 years)

Theology 
Medicine Law

mathematics 

Foundational studies

Vocational studies

In blue, former jesuit faculties, in red, lay faculties.



Year 1 2 3
Teaching Elementary pure 

mathematics
Elementary applied 
mathematics

Practical 
mathematics

Textbook Kästner, 
Anfangsgründe

Kästner, Anfangsgründe No textbooks

General
object

Mathesis abstracta 
(quantities with no 
other properties apart 
from being 
continuous or 
discrete quantities).

Mathesis concreta 
(studies of quantities 
endowed with physical 
properties).

Applications of 
mathematics to 
crafts and arts 

subjects Arithmetic, geometry, 
trigonometry, algebra.

Mechanics, 
hydrostatics/hydraulics, 
optics, astronomy….

Reckoning, surveying, 
Navigation, civil 
engineering 
(constructions).

COMPULSORY MATHEMATICS COURSES AT THE TURN OF THE XIX 
CENTURY



BOLZANO’S EARLY STUDIES

Franz J. Gerstner (1756-1832)

Stanislas Vydra 
(1741-1804)

➢ Philosophy faculty 1796-1799. Bolzano 
attended the compulsory courses of pure and 
applied elementary mathematics (extant 
notes) with S. Vydra.

➢  In 1799-1800 B. took the optional 3-year 
course of "higher mathematics", under Franz 
Gerstner (Lebensbeschreibung des Dr. 
Bolzano, p. 23).

➢ In higher maths, studies of differential and 
integral calculus, with its applications. 
Bolzano also learned modern mathematics 
(Euler, Lagrange, Clairaut) through Gerstner’s 
lectures and in private meetings with him.

➢ 1800-1804 : doctorate studies in theology.
 

 

 



THE 1804 CONCURS

Two candidates took part in a written 
and oral examination for the chair of 
elementary maths: Bernard Bolzano 
and Ladislav Jandera (1776-1857).

The exams took place on 25-26 
October 1804.



THE 1804 CONCURS: QUESTIONS

I. Find the surface area and volume 
of a spherical cap, given its height 
and diameter.

II. Which proofs are there for the law 
of the equilibrium of the lever? 
And which are the opinions for or 
against them?

III. At which speed does the water 
flow from small orifices of large 
tanks [containers]?  “And how can 
such speed be established on a 
theoretical basis?”



THE 1804 CONCURS: ORAL QUESTION

(on 26th October) “Theorem 14 of Kästners 
Geometrie was chosen for the subject: 
‘parallelograms included between the same parallels 
and having the same base have equal area’. The 
candidates should explain it orally (Gub. Pub. 98/755, 
Protokoll) 



BOLZANO: QUESTION 1
How can one calculate a curved surface, or a plane one 
bounded by curved lines, as well as a solid confined within 
such a surface?

� Archimedes formulated postulates that should not be 
placed among the “Grundsätzen”.

� Infinitesimals remove the difficulty “for the eye, but not 
for the understanding.”

Use of Lagrange’s method that has the advantage of brevity, 
uniformity and generality: it reduces geometric investigation 
to an algebraic one.



He proves general theorems on the rectification, quadrature and 
cubature, and then applies them to the case of the spherical cap:

� The arc length of each curved line, for which the equation 
between ordinates at right angles is 𝑦 = 𝑓𝑥, is that primitive 
function of the abscissa 𝑥, whose first derivative function is 
expressed by                   .

� The surface area of a plane delimited by a curved line and 
right-angled coordinates is a primitive function of the 
abscissa 𝑥, whose first derivative is 𝑦 = 𝑓𝑥.

BOLZANO: QUESTION 1



VOLUME OF A SPHERICAL CAP

Jandera’s solution reproduces Kaestner’s technique, 
consisting in dissecting areas or surfaces into 
infinitesimal “elements” and comparing them.



AN UNEXPECTED CONCLUSION
� Bolzano was recognized as the most “talented” and 

mathematically deeper candidate, but the chair went to Jandera:

� Political motivations: Vienna urgently needed a teacher of 
religion, and Bolzano was the best candidate.  

� Pedagogical motivations: Jandera was a more experienced 
teacher (Vydra’s replacement).

� Pedagogical motivations: Jandera’s oral was judged better. 
Bolzano’s oral exam contained a “thorough reflection” 
(gründlichere Einsicht) but this was not expected from a teacher 
of elementary mathematics, and Bolzano changed the order of 
Kästner’s textbook. 



A GOOD TEACHER (ACCORDING TO FRANCIS I)

“I do not need scholars, but obedient citizens. 
It is your obligation thus to form our youth. 
Who serves me must teach what I command. 
Whoever cannot do this, or pesters me with 
new ideas can go, or I shall remove him”

(P. Rusnock, J. Sebestik, Bernard Bolzano: his life and works, p. 13).


